
Project: 'Against the Detestable Sect of Mohammed': Religion, Violence, and 
Imperialism in the Early Modern French Mediterranean 

In 1621, a book entitled Histoire de . . . Scanderbeg, called on French nobles to 
rise up and fight “against the detestable sect of Mohammed.” [Scanderberg] 
This book was dedicated to the entire French nobility, and many French noble 
readers may have indeed been interested in the possibility of launching a 
crusade against the Ottoman Empire or against the entire Islamic faith. The 
book expansively declared holy war legitimate “against the Turks and the 
circumcised, conspiring enemies of Jesus Christ.” Jews are here linked with 
Muslims as infidels who were compromised by similar religious rites 
(circumcision) and by their alleged hatred of Jesus. 

[Prise Nérac] A Catholic pamphlet published the same year condemned “the 
Tartars, the Arabs & the Turks, & and other barbarian peoples” as enemies of 
Christiandom. These infidels are associated with heretics within the kingdom of 
France in this work, which related the capture of a Huguenot town in southern 
France during the final stages of the long religious wars between Catholics and 
Calvinists. The associations of heretics and infidels here related to Catholic 
fears about imagined diabolic conspiracies between Muslims and Calvinists. 

These sources reveal complex religious and confessional divisions in the early 
modern Mediterranean, questioning our current understandings of the early 
modern Mediterranean. [La Mediterranée]. Recent research has rightly 
challenged the reductive theory of a “Clash of Civilizations,” however the 
“shared world” arguments sometimes go too far in emphasizing the possibilities 
of cross-cultural exchanges and interfaith coexistence in the early modern 
Mediterranean. Many of the circulations of people, commodities, and objects in 
the Mediterranean world involved violence produced by pirates, privateers, 
mariners, “renegades”, soldiers, arms merchants, slaves, and slave traders—
including French actors. 

French Mediterraneans 

My previous work has considered noble culture, civil conflict, and religious 
violence in southern France, particularly Languedoc. [Maps] My new research 
project moves out across the Mediterranean to consider the connections 
between French experiences of domestic religious violence during the French 
Wars of Religion (1562-1629) and contemporaneous involvement in 
Mediterranean conflict. [Recent studies] I am attempting to explore the ways in 
which French ambassadors, consuls, nobles, merchants, soldiers, sailors, slaves, 
and travelers experienced the Mediterranean world. [Sources] Manuscript 



correspondence and mémoires, published document collections, and printed 
pamphlets in French, Italian, and Spanish archives provides evidence that 
allows for a description of overlapping French Mediterraneans. I will focus 
here on a portion of the research dealing with nobles and crusading culture in 
the French Mediterranean. 

Ideologies of Crusade 

Religious and political treatises, pamphlets, and correspondence of the late 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries evoked Louis IX, “le bon Saint 
Louis,” and his crusades in the Holy Land. Robert Sauzet demonstrates the 
importance of a lingering “nostalgia for crusade” in early modern French 
culture. [Généalogie de Rieux] Many French warrior nobles proudly claimed 
crusading ancestors who had fought at Jerusalem, including crusading 
narratives in their genealogies and pamphlets. Contemporary geographies, 
atlases, and chronicles cited the histories of southern French towns that had 
been at one time attacked or occupied by the Saracens. [Callot, Jerusalem] 
Religious polemical literature enunciated a crusading goal of the liberation of 
Jerusalem and Constantinople. We might interpret the Histoire de . . . 
Scanderbeg as an echo of this crusade nostalgia. 

Thousands of French nobles and their entourages indeed answered the call to 
crusade, fighting against the Ottomans in Hungary and the Mediterranean in the 
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. [Hozier, Ordre du Saint Esprit] 
French kings promoted the Order of the Holy Spirit, a new military order 
established during the French Wars of Religion, in part to support crusading 
ideologies. Philippe-Emmanuel de Lorraine duc de Mercœur, one of the 
prominent leaders of the Catholic League, expressed his desire to join the 
crusade in Hungary and “to spill the last drop of my blood for the maintenance 
and protection of our religion against this great other sect of infidels that they 
say are in great number in Hungary.” After the Edict of Nantes was signed, he 
got his chance to lead troops into Hungary to fight Ottoman troops at the siege 
of Nagykaniza. 

Many French warrior nobles enrolled as Knights of Malta in this period, when 
these positions were far from mere honorifics. [Malta] Throughout the late 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, Malta was beleaguered by Ottoman 
and North African forces, in near-constant need of aid. The Knights of Malta 
routinely called on French nobles to set sail for “our small island, an island that 
is the sole rampart of Christianity.” French nobles also fought at Lepanto. 
[Lepanto] 



A number of French Catholic nobles joined Spanish forces to crusade against 
Muslims in Morocco in the 1590s and 1600s. [La Mamora] Some of these 
nobles were ex-Catholic Leaguers who had gone into exile rather than accept 
peace with the “heretic” Huguenots in France through the Edict of Nantes. 
Other cases are even more ambiguous. Samson Pierre chevalier de Constant left 
Paris in 1609 to make a pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela and then 
searched for a ship for Morocco, but he was arrested in Spain for meddling in 
Spanish imperial designs. These crusading Catholic nobles’ experiences point 
to the problematic nature of religious violence in the early modern 
Mediterranean. 

Combating Infidels and Heretics 

One of the obstacles to launching a crusade, as the Histoire de . . . Scanderbeg 
suggested, was that France was then mired in its own sectarian violence 
between Catholics and Calvinists. [Siege of Montauban] Despite the 
pacificatory provisions of the celebrated Edict of Nantes of 1598, confessional 
identities and religious politics continued to divide French society, even as the 
royal state began to formulate an imperial ideology, sponsor overseas 
colonization, and forge early forms of globalization. Throughout the French 
Wars of Religion, discussions of religious conflict between Islam and 
Christianity became inextricably linked with the conflict between Catholics and 
Calvinists. 

Many French authors of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries drew 
direct parallels between interreligious warfare and confessional conflict. A 
1593 Catholic treatise mustered arguments against the three types of opponents 
of the true faith: atheists, infidels, and heretics. A 1612 pamphlet interpreting 
meteoric displays above Istanbul noted that Constantinople “was reduced under 
the tyranny of the Turks” at the same time that “the Christians began to destroy 
each other.” A pamphlet cried that “the Nomad, the Turk, the Gelonian, and the 
Scythe [were] not as cruel,” as the Huguenots. [Horribles cruautez] 

French readers received regular news of the ongoing wars against the Ottoman 
Empire and North African states through printed pamphlets, manuscript avvisi, 
ambassadorial correspondence, and court conversations. [Bosse, Galerie du 
Palais] The Mercure françois, an early printed gazette, appeared in 1605, 
providing an annual collection of major events at the royal court and in France, 
as well as news from abroad. [Mercure françois] The Mercure françois offered 
digests of Mediterranean news, such as a discussion of “the continual wars in 
the house of the cherifs, kings of Fez and Morocco, since they began to lay the 
initial foundation of their empire in 1508.” 



These sources presented racialized depictions of Moors and Turks, 
demonstrating that discourses of race were indeed operative in the pre-
Enlightenment period. [Dan, Cruautez] French literary and geographic works 
offered overlapping constructions of cruel Moors, terrible Turks, and barbaric 
Libyans. [Mocquet, Libyans] Ethnographic descriptions in geographies and 
travel narratives could be geared for assessing the supposed martial 
characteristics of groups who represented potential allies, enemies, or slaves. 
[Mocquet, Moors] 

Even crusading literature at times recognized different types of infidels, 
portraying Islam in more nuanced ways. [Davitt, Afrique] French agents 
sometimes discussed the Shia and Sunni divide within Islam, the different legal 
schools, and the opposing claims to caliphate. A French observer at Marrakech 
alluded to Moroccan claims, noting that Moroccans “revere the king of 
Morocco superstitiously as being of the race of their prophet.” 

Early modern Christians saw infidels and heretics both as rebels against God. 
French Catholics argued that Huguenots who took up arms were rebels against 
God as well as the king, God’s anointed lieutenant on earth. For them, heresy 
represented disorder and rebellion against the Gallican Catholic church. 
Huguenots, meanwhile, accused Catholics of papalism and idolatry, seeing 
them as heretics who were in league with the Devil. During the confusing civil 
wars, Catholic nobles who took up arms against the king might also be 
portrayed as unfaithful, as well as rebellious. The joint crime of heretics and 
infidels was to dishonor God and his just law. A French prophesy thus 
described the “lovers of the law of this old Mohammed” as those who “live 
without faith.” Such rebellion seemed monstrous to French authors, who 
viewed infidels and heretics alike as barbarous. 

In the late sixteenth century, a reinvigorated legal tradition of Gallicanism 
stressed the importance of the royal duty to suppress heresy within the 
kingdom. [Henri IV] The new crusading ideologies built on this sense of 
responsibility, allowing French kings act as defenders of the faith against 
heretics and infidels alike. A 1612 pamphlet predicts that God will soon wreak 
vengeance on his enemies, saying that “This Antichrist of Mohammed has 
already exercised plenty his rage on against the baptized peoples.” The 
pamphleteer then expansively argues that “All the kingdoms of the world must 
in the end submit to our Lord Jesus Christ, according to His promise to us in 
His Holy Writings.” Such polemic promoted a truly global religious mission for 
the French king and his godly subjects. [Guérard, Carte] 

Conclusion 



The call to wage holy war “against the detestable sect of Mohammed” suggests 
that complex, but powerful, forms of ethnic and religious identification were 
operative in the early modern French Mediterranean. 

A curious 1615 pamphlet called on the prince de Condé, then a leading 
Huguenot leader, “to imitate the virtues and heroic deeds of this great king 
[Louis IX].” The pamphlet invited Condé to join with the Knights of Malta for 
a joint campaign against the Ottomans, with the aim of “sinking the vessels that 
these barbarian and infidel Muslims let loose to raid toward our seas.” The 
Knights of Malta promise Condé that he “will have, besides Heaven’s favor, 
well armed ships, very warlike men, very experienced pilots, plenty of material, 
and very safe ports. . . . [and] finally countless good Catholics.” The pamphlet 
was signed by “the most affectionate [servants] of Your Excellence and the 
defenders of Christianity.” 

The crusading ideologies that coalesced during this period of extensive 
religious warfare blurred the lines between infidels and heretics in fascinating 
ways across a French Mediterranean. Understandings of religious violence that 
were forged in the Mediterranean thus contributed to broader French ideologies 
of empire at the moment that France launched its global imperial project. 
[Champlain] 

	  


